In vitro models for bone mechanobiology: applications in bone regeneration and tissue engineering.
Healthy bone healing is a remarkable, mechanically sensitive, scar-free process that leads rapidly to repair tissue of high mechanical quality and functionality, and knowledge of this process is essential for driving advances in bone tissue engineering and regeneration. Gaining this knowledge requires the use of models to probe and understand the detailed mechanisms of healing, and the tight coupling of biology and mechanics make it essential that both of these aspects are controlled and analysed together, using a mechanobiological approach. This article reviews the literature on in vitro models used for this purpose, beginning with two-dimensional (2D) cell culture models used for applying controlled mechanical stimuli to relevant cells, and detailing the analysis techniques required for understanding both substrate strain and fluid flow stimuli in sufficient detail to relate them to biological response. The additional complexity of three-dimensional (3D) models, enabling more faithful representation of the healing situation, can require correspondingly more sophisticated tools for mechanical and biological analysis, but has recently uncovered exciting evidence for the mechanical sensitivity of angiogenesis, essential for successful healing. Studies using explanted tissue continue to be vital in informing these approaches, providing additional evidence for the relevance of effects in biological and mechanical environments close to those in the living organism. Mechanobiology is essential for the proper analysis of models for bone regeneration, and has an exciting integrative role to play not only in advancing knowledge in this area, but also in ensuring successful translation of new tissue engineering and regenerative therapies to the clinic.